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ABSTRACT
In the present global society, information has to be exchange-
able in open and dynamic environments, where interacting
peers do not necessarily share a common understanding of
the world at hand, and do not have a complete picture of
the context where the interaction occurs. In this paper, we
present the Esteem approach and the related peer archi-
tecture for emergent semantics in dynamic and multi-know-
ledge environments. In Esteem, semantic communities are
built around declared interests in the form of manifesto on-
tologies, and their autonomous nature is preserved by al-
lowing a shared semantics to naturally emerge from peer
interactions.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the present global society, all major organizations have

decentralized structures and their information systems han-
dle a variety of information sources. Actually, the problem
of how to provide transparent access to heterogeneous infor-
mation sources while maintaining their autonomy already
appeared decades ago, and has been almost solved by infor-
mation integration techniques, where interaction between
clients and data sources happens through a centralized ac-
cess point and uniform query interfaces give users the il-
lusion of querying a homogeneous system [25, 29]. How-
ever, these techniques work under certain hypotheses, in-
cluding moderately static scenarios, shared understanding
of the domain of interest (in form of global schema or on-
tology), a closed, or at least access-controlled, set of partic-
ipating sources. All these hypotheses do not hold anymore
in the current evolving web of millions of autonomous in-
formation nodes (peers) which need to cooperate by shar-
ing their resources (such as data or services). Information
has thus to be exchangeable in open and dynamic environ-
ments, where interacting peers do not necessarily share a
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common understanding of the world at hand, and do not
have a complete picture of the context where the interac-
tion occurs. Conversely, they dynamically build new infor-
mation or knowledge, create new semantic communities and
establish a new form of context-aware semantic interoper-
ability, based on dynamic trustful agreements on common
interpretations within the scenario of a given task, that we
refer to as “emergent semantics” [23]. At present, only few
research efforts have been produced to face the new require-
ments of emergent semantics. Difficulties mainly arise due
to the highly dynamic nature of peers’ interoperability, the
lack of any agreed-upon global ontology, as well as the need
of distributing the computation to the single nodes when
processing queries and composing services in a P2P envi-
ronment. Hence, new solutions are needed for such issues
as agreement or consensus construction, trust and quality
management, P2P infrastructure definition, query process-
ing and dynamic service discovery in a context-aware sce-
nario.

Example scenario. According to the previous considerations,
a significant example is constituted by medical data that
are stored in a large amount of disparate sources, whose
quality and trustworthiness is often not directly available.
Existing systems allow querying of locally stored informa-
tion but doctors also need to access data stored in a vast
number of heterogeneous distributed sources. This is es-
pecially true in the case of diseases which are difficult to
diagnose or for which on-going research offers continuous
advances in treatment procedures and available pharmaco-
logical support. Obtaining this kind of information currently
requires time-consuming searches and one-by-one querying
of databases available over the web. Let us consider the
following scenario. A doctor working in a small hospital in
Central Africa, has a patient with a complex clinical condi-
tion. In fact, he suffers from malaria but he also has a strong
adrenal insufficiency and he is weakened by a chronic disease
due to inadequate nutrition. Such a clinical condition could
cause side effects to the standard malaria cure.

First (step 1), the doctor performs a web search on a site
that she knows dealing with the particular pathology she is
looking for. The web search provides lot of results, most
of which poorly focused on the problem. After a laborious
screening task to detect a helpful result, the doctor has the
problem of understanding how trustable it is. Second (step
2), the doctor performs a new web search in order to check if
other sites provide the same directions. It may happen that
different sites provide conflicting results. Finally (step 3),



the doctor has also to check that the provided results are up-
to-date. For instance, if a drug is ’unknown’ in the queried
sites, she has to verify the availability of recent publications
on that drug, e.g. by querying PUBMED.

The described scenario has many weaknesses:

1. The doctor must perform a manual search for all the
sources that may provide the interesting solution, thus
wasting time and having to rely on a personal knowl-
edge about the sites to be queried.

2. The doctor has no way to verify the trustworthiness of
a result.

3. In Step 2, the doctor has no way to evaluate the quality
of the results provided by different sites.

4. In Step 3, a new web search must be performed, which,
again, may be very time consuming.

Means to effectively cut cost and time in diagnosis and
decision-making would require the possibility for a doctor
to input a patient condition and obtain from the system
all relevant information about it, from the genes that may
contribute to causing it, to the symptoms and possible treat-
ments. This requires to integrate disparate sources that are
often not known in advance and it requires the availability
of suitable web services apt to explore sources and obtain
useful information in a flexible way. Furthermore, some spe-
cific scenarios require that integrated information is accessed
through non-conventional devices. For example, it is essen-
tial that, when medical personnel is dispatched in remote
areas in response to various emergencies like the spreading
of epidemic diseases, they are able to remotely access data
and to exploit the expertise of specialists in different fields.
In these scenarios, doctors need to access information that
may help them in formulating correct diagnoses and choos-
ing adequate treatments through easily carried devices like
PDAs or last generation mobile phones. As a matter of fact,
different contexts lead to different needs and interests, thus
context-aware resource selection becomes essential in this
scenario.

In this paper, we present the Esteem approach and the
related peer architecture for emergent semantics in dynamic
and multi-knowledge environments like the one described
above. In Esteem, semantic communities are built around
declared interests in form of manifesto ontologies, and their
autonomous nature is preserved by allowing a shared se-
mantics to naturally emerge from peer interactions. Spe-
cific key contributions of Esteem regard: i) the definition
of a comprehensive peer architecture for enabling effective
ontology-based data/service discovery under dynamic and
context-dependent requirements, ii) the use of a shuffling-
based P2P infrastructure to support peer interactions and
the self-formation of peer semantic communities, iii) the use
of an ontology-based matchmaker for semantic affinity eval-
uation of the knowledge provided by different peers, and iv)
the specification of trust-aware P2P data integration tech-
niques and associated semantics.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we in-
troduce the Esteem approach and the related peer archi-
tecture. A detailed description of the main components of
the Esteem architecture is then provided in Sections 3, 4, 5,
and 6. In Section 7, we show an example of P2P semantic

cooperation in Esteem. Finally, related work and conclud-
ing remarks are discussed in Section 8 and 9, respectively.

2. THE ESTEEM APPROACH
In this section we highlight the Esteem approach to P2P

semantic cooperation. In particular, we illustrate the struc-
ture of an Esteem peer in terms of its knowledge equipment
and of its main functional components.

The goal of the Esteem approach is to support seman-
tic cooperation among a set of autonomous and indepen-
dent peers. To this end, Esteem relies on an overlay P2P
network where i) semantic communities are defined to ag-
gregate peers with similar interests and ii) a probe/search
mechanism is adopted to enforce data and service discov-
ery/sharing. An Esteem semantic community sc is defined
as a pair of the form sc = 〈CID, M〉 where CID is the
unique Community Identifier that characterizes the com-
munity sc and M is the Manifesto, that is the community
ontology that describes the common interpretation (i.e., per-
spective) of the community interests. In Esteem, a semantic
community is autonomously emerging, in that it originates
from a proposal of a community founder (i.e., a peer) which
initiates the community formation through dissemination of
an advertisement message that contains CID and M of the
emerging community. Each receiving peer pi autonomously
decides whether to join the community on the basis of its
level of interest in the received manifesto M . Such a level of
interest is computed by invoking an ontology-based semantic
matchmaker and by evaluating the semantic affinity between
M and the peer ontology of pi. As shown in the example of
Figure 1, an Esteem peer can join zero or more semantic
communities according to the results of the semantic match-
making process. Furthermore, communities are exploited as
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Figure 1: An ESTEEM P2P network

a semantic overlay on top of the basic P2P overlay (i.e.,
the global overlay) in order to enforce effective data and ser-
vice sharing. In this respect, the probe/search mechanism
is defined to distinguish:

• the discovery phase, based on ontology matching,
where probe queries are defined to identify the peers
that are capable of providing relevant knowledge with
respect to a given topic of interest;

• the sharing phase, based on P2P mapping definition,
where standard search queries are defined to point-to-
point interact with a previously discovered peer for
actual data acquisition and/or service invocation.
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Figure 2: An example of Peer Ontology

In the discovery phase, the joined semantic communities are
exploited by a requesting peer for selecting the probe query
recipients with the aim of choosing those communities and
peers that are most likely to provide relevant results accord-
ing to the query target. In this context, the semantic match-
maker is invoked to evaluate the relevance of a community
with respect to a probe query by comparing the commu-
nity manifesto against the query content. In the example
of Figure 1, the peer H submits a probe query and selects
the community sc3 as recipient since sc3 is found to be rel-
evant by the semantic matchmaker. By relying on the se-
mantic overlay of sc3 the probe query is received by the sc3

members that hopefully reply to the requesting peer H with
their matching knowledge. Collecting probe query replies,
the peer H evaluates the results and decides whether to per-
form the sharing phase by directly interacting with the most
interesting peers that provided a reply (i.e., peer K in the
example) through appropriate search queries with the aim
at accessing their data and services.

2.1 The knowledge equipment of an ESTEEM
peer

The Esteem approach is characterized by the presence of
a set of independent peers without prior reciprocal knowl-
edge and no degree of relationship, that dynamically need to
cooperate by sharing their resources (e.g., data, documents,
services). Such a collaboration scenario is multi-knowledge,
in that no centralized authorities are defined to manage a
comprehensive view of the resources shared by all the nodes

in the system, due to the high dynamism and variability of
collaboration and sharing requirements. As a consequence,
an Esteem peer joins the network by providing an ontology-
based representation of the resources it intends to share with
the other nodes of the system. In particular, an Esteem
peer is characterized by a peer ontology, a service ontology,
a context dimension tree, and a data quality and trust profile.
Moreover, the manifesto of each joined semantic community
is included in the knowledge equipment of an Esteem peer.

The peer ontology. The peer ontology is the core knowl-
edge of a peer and provides a semantically rich description
of the peer data that are available for sharing. In partic-
ular, the peer ontology is exploited during the discovery
phase in order to evaluate whether matching knowledge can
be returned to a requesting peer in reply to an incoming
probe query. Furthermore, the peer ontology is also ex-
ploited for deriving the peer interests through connection
with the context model of the peer and for determining the
semantic communities to join. A peer defines its own on-
tology by acquisition from an external source or by compo-
sition through application of classical ontology engineering
methodologies [20].

As an example according to the Esteem scenario, we con-
sider the portion of peer ontology shown in Figure 2. This
example is extracted from the Unified Medical Language
System 1 and represents the knowledge of a peer belonging

1http://umlsinfo.nlm.nih.gov/



to the health care domain. In this example, we provide a
graphical representation of the peer ontology that is char-
acterized by a semantic network of concepts and semantic
relations. Vocabularies about biomedical concepts are also
included in the peer ontology in terms of a metathesaurus.

The service ontology. The service ontology provides a
semantically rich description of the peer services that are
available for sharing. Service descriptions represent func-
tional aspects of a service, based on the WSDL standard
for service representation, in terms of service category, ser-
vice functionalities (operations) and input/output messages
(parameters). In order to provide peer service descriptions,
concepts in the peer ontology are used to express input and
output messages (parameters) of services and constitute the
so-called Service Message Ontology (SMO). Furthermore, a
Service Functionality Ontology (SFO) is defined for provid-
ing knowledge on the concepts used to express service func-
tionalities (operations). Finally, peer services are organized
in a service ontology with reference to the SMO and the
SFO. In Figure 3, an example of SFO is given 2.
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GetLaboratoryResultGetClinicalInfo

LaboratoryReporting

GetPatientRecordGetDiagnosis
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Figure 3: An example of Service Functionality On-
tology

The context dimension tree. The Context Dimension
Tree (CDT) [11] has been conceived to support the tailoring
of the peer data according to the current context: our doc-
tor, preparing for a stay in Central Africa, is interested in
acquiring information on the diseases and symptoms com-
mon in that area, and on the available care facilities, pos-
sibly related to the correct period of the year. In another
scenario, a lab technician in her working place needs/offers
information and services related to the devices, procedures
and analysis to be performed within the lab structure. Ac-
cordingly, the CDT of an application expresses the several
perspectives determining what portion of data is interest-
ing in the different situations. The user category, actor, the
situation she may be in, the interest topic are some of the
most commonly significant dimensions, driving the selection
of relevant information/services. A dimension value can be
further analyzed w.r.t. different viewpoints, generating fur-
ther (sub)dimensions.

A subtree of the CDT, obtained by appropriately choosing
a set of dimension values, is called a context, and determines
a portion of the entire data set (a data chunk), specified as a
view, representing the data that are relevant when the cor-

2The ARTEMIS Project: A Semantic Web Service-based
P2P Infrastructure for the Interoperability of Medical In-
formation Systems (http://www.srdc.metu.edu.tr/webpage/-
projects/artemis/).

responding context becomes current. In Figure 4, we show
an example of CDT modeling the possible contexts of our
medical application. The peer CDT is defined by a CDT
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Figure 4: An example of Context Dimension Tree

designer according to the specific application. In our expe-
rience, the above dimensions are common to most applica-
tions, although it may happen that only some of them be
needed, while more might be required. For example, many
applications include the dimensions space which refers to
the place where the user is currently located, and might
be represented by GPS coordinates or by any other loca-
tion information, and time, which is a temporal indication
based on the current time. The CDT designer has the role
to establish which dimensions are appropriate for the cur-
rent scenario. Furthermore, the CDT designer specifies the
correspondence between each given context of the CDT and
the portion of the peer ontology (i.e., data chunk) that is
relevant to it. As an example, the gray area of Figure 2 is
the data chunk defined for the context represented by the
gray part of Figure 4. A complete and formal definition of
the CDT and its usage for data tailoring can be found in
[10, 11]; here we have applied the model and adapted the
methodology to the emergent semantic community scenario.

Data quality and trust profile. The data quality and
trust profile involves the computation of data quality met-
rics on the peer data that are available to other peers. More
specifically, each peer has the possibility of associating qual-
ity metadata to the exported data. Such metadata repre-
sent data quality measures corresponding to some specific
quality dimensions. We have currently implemented metrics
for those dimensions that are considered the most common
among the ones defining data quality, namely: column com-
pleteness, format consistency, accuracy and internal consis-
tency (see [5] for the definition of such metrics).

Once such quality metadata are available in the system,
they can be used for evaluating the trust of a peer providing
data to other peers of the community. When deciding the
atomic unit to trust in an emergent semantics system, a first
hypothesis could be to trust the peer as a whole, with re-
spect to the totality of exchanged data or more generally to
the transactions performed with other peers. The method
proposed in [2] is an example of this case. Instead, we fol-
low the approach of associating trust to a peer as a whole
but we propose two major modifications: first, we consider
a specific type of transaction, i.e. data exchanges; second,
we evaluate trust of a peer with respect to a specific type
of provided data. The key idea can be summarized as fol-
lows: (i) the atomic unit of trust, is the couple 〈Peeri,D〉,
where D is an element of the peer ontology; (ii) the trust
level of a peer P is computed on the basis of the number
of complaints fired by other peers of the community, for



which P had been a data provider. The details of the model
that we use for trust computation are provided in [16]. The
major adaptation to the Esteem architecture is related to
the consideration of each semantic community as a newly
constituted cooperative information system, thus requiring
a community specific trust computation service.

Semantic community manifestos. The peer stores the
manifesto of each joined semantic community. We stress
that a community manifesto is used to characterize the in-
terests of the community participants and it is defined ac-
cording to the preferences of the community founder (i.e.,
a peer). In general, the community manifesto is extracted
from the peer ontology of the founder and it consists of a
focused ontology. We note that the level of detail used for
specifying the community manifesto depends on the com-
munity goal. In particular, the CDT can be used to support
the user in specifying the community manifesto by allowing
the founder to perform tailoring of the peer ontology. For
instance, by using only the first level dimension nodes of the
CDT, the founder selects the high-level concepts to specify
the interests of the semantic community. Moreover, portions
of the service ontology, the CDT, and the data quality and
trust profile can be also included in the community mani-
festo to further specify the community objective.

2.2 The main components of the ESTEEM
architecture

The Esteem architecture is defined to address the main
requirements of a peer to support P2P semantic cooperation
as described at the beginning of this section. As shown in
Figure 5, the following main components are defined in the
Esteem architecture to this end:

• Network & overlay component. It is responsible for
managing the peer connectivity and for handling in-
coming and outgoing messages. From the network
point of view, the Esteem P2P infrastructure is or-
ganized in semantic overlays featuring the semantic
communities. In this respect, the network & overlay
component is responsible for maintaining the overlays
and the associated peer communications.

• Semantic community & routing component. It is re-
sponsible for managing the peer participation in se-
mantic communities and for discovering the semantic
neighborhood of a peer. Furthermore, this component
is responsible for providing a semantic routing mecha-
nism to effectively enforce query propagation.

• Semantic matchmaking component. It is responsible
for providing semantic affinity evaluation when com-
paring different peer ontological descriptions. This
component is invoked by a peer during the discovery
phase to identify peers that are capable of providing
matching resources (i.e., data, service, context) w.r.t.
a given target request. Different techniques are pro-
vided by the semantic matchmaking component ac-
cording to the type of matching resource that is spec-
ified in the request. In particular, ontology, service,
and context matching techniques are provided by the
semantic matchmaker.

• Data & service discovery component. It is responsi-
ble for interacting with the user and for satisfying its

discovery requests. In particular, this component pro-
vides the functionalities for context and quality/trust
management. Furthermore, discovery and sharing func-
tionalities are also addressed in this component through
query/answer and P2P mapping management.

In the following sections, a detailed description of the Esteem
architecture components is provided.

3. NETWORK & OVERLAY
The network & overlay component manages the peer con-

nectivity and the participation in the semantic overlays.
Three modules are defined in the network & overlay com-
ponent, that is the global overlay, the semantic overlay, and
the preferential link modules.

Global overlay. The global overlay module aims at main-
taining connected the general overlay network, called Global
Overlay (GO), in order to enforce communication among
peers. The GO is a logical network collecting all the peers
participating the system: each node represents a peer and
each link is a logical connection between two peers. In order
to guarantee connection of GO, an Overlay Management
Protocol (OMP) is used, which defines some specific pro-
cedures to join, leave and modify the GO. In Esteem, a
shuffling-based OMP is chosen in order to allow more ef-
fective information diffusion among peers [33]. This kind
of OMP arranges the GO as a graph in which each peer
is directly connected to a very small portion of the entire
peer population, and it is also transitively connected with
all other peers through redundant short paths.

On top of the GO, semantic community manifestos are
continuously circulating in order to allow peers to discover
the existing communities and to eventually join one (or
more) of them. Each peer maintains a table, called Semantic
Overlay Table (SO Table) where it stores information about
the discovered existing communities. Each entry of the table
is represented by the tuple 〈CID, M, N ap〉 where CID and
M are the community identifier and associated manifesto,
respectively, and N ap is the peer which acts as access point
for that community.

When receiving the manifesto of an existing community,
the choice to join it is performed by invoking the community
membership module where ontology matching techniques
are used to evaluate the peer’s level of interest in the com-
munity. In case that a high level of interest in the commu-
nity is returned by the community membership module, the
peer is “promoted” to the Semantic Overlay Layer joining
the corresponding semantic community. When the existing
communities are not satisfying for the peer, a new seman-
tic community can be founded by defining the CID and the
related manifesto to be advertised in the GO. We note that
this strategy implies that a peer may not find a commu-
nity of interest even if it exists. For this reason, a mecha-
nism for merging similar semantic overlay merging is defined
in Esteem. In particular, such mechanism relies on ontol-
ogy matchmaking techniques for enabling a peer to detect
semantically related manifestos and to promote a merged
community where the manifesto is specified as evolution of
the former ones. A detailed description of merging and evo-
lution techniques for P2P semantic overlays are provided
in [4].
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Figure 5: The reference architecture of an ESTEEM peer

Semantic Overlay. Similarly to the global overlay module,
the semantic overlay module arranges nodes in Semantic
Overlays, i.e. logical networks in which peers sharing the
same interests are clustered together. Also in this case, an
OMP is used to maintain connectivity; this OMP is the same
one used at the global overlay level, with the difference that
here all the procedures work with a subset of the network
peers.

The Semantic Overlay Component is also responsible for
communication at the semantic community level and in par-
ticular it is responsible for the dissemination of the probe
queries.

Preferential Link. This module manages the creation of
preferential links. A preferential link is a preferred connec-
tion established with a peer more semantically related for
a particular aspect. Preferential links can be set using dif-
ferent criteria like the affinity on desired data or services.
The method used to select a preferred neighbor is a probe
query, that is a query spread inside the semantic overlay to
understand which are the more interesting peers to interact
with. We stress that preferential links are temporary links
set for a specific interaction and then replaced at the next
one.

4. SEMANTIC COMMUNITY & ROUTING
The semantic community & routing component has the

responsibility to discover and maintain the semantic neigh-
borhood of a peer in order to link those communities and
those single peers that share similar contents. To this end,
the semantic community & routing component includes the
community membership, the semantic neighbor, and the se-
mantic routing modules.

Community membership. The community membership
module has the responsibility to manage the peer participa-
tion in semantic communities. On one side, the goal of this
module is to evaluate the level of peer interest in the existing
communities and to join the most interesting ones. When
the advertisement of a community sc is received, the ontol-
ogy matchmaking module is invoked to match the associated
manifesto M against the peer ontology and to identify pos-
sible semantic affinities. The matching results are used to
evaluate the peer interest in sc (i.e., the higher the matching
results, the higher the peer interest in the community) and
to decide whether to join it. The manifesto of each joined
community is stored by the peer and exploited by the seman-
tic routing module for supporting query propagation on a se-
mantic basis. On the other side, the goal of the community
membership module is to promote the formation of a new



semantic community when existing communities are not suf-
ficiently interesting for the peer. In this case, the peer acts
as community founder and has the role to define a new man-
ifesto and to advertise it to the other network nodes. In both
cases, the community membership module mainly interacts
with the global overlay module to receive/disseminate com-
munity manifestos from/to the other network peers.

Semantic neighbor. The semantic neighbor module has
the responsibility to discover the single peers that are capa-
ble of providing matching resources in response to a given
target and to link them as semantic neighbors. The goal of
this module is to observe the results collected through past
probe queries and to use them for learning the contents of
the other peers. In particular, the semantic neighbor module
allows to link a concept c in the peer ontology (or a service
s in the service ontology) with the network peers (i.e., se-
mantic neighbors) that can provide matching resources for
c. Furthermore, a semantic neighbor p is associated with a
confidence value which describes the expertise level of p in
providing matching replies for c. Semantic neighbors change
during time due to join/leave operations of peers and to
modifications of peer context and interests. Probe query
replies are used to progressively detect neighbor changes
and to update confidence values accordingly. The semantic
neighbor module mainly interacts with the semantic over-
lay module for establishing point-to-point connections with
selected semantic neighbors and for supporting the sharing
phase. Moreover, confidence values can be exploited to set
preferential links with the peers with the highest expertise
on most interesting topics. A detailed description of the
Esteem techniques for computing confidence values is pro-
vided in [15].

Semantic routing. The semantic routing module has the
responsibility to select the query recipients on a semantic ba-
sis, by identifying those peers that are most likely to provide
matching results according to the query target. The goal of
this module is to compose the recipient list of a query by
exploiting i) the joined semantic communities stored by the
community membership module and ii) the semantic neigh-
bors stored by the semantic neighbor module. Given a query
to be submitted to the network, the semantic routing module
implements a semantic-based query propagation mechanism
which allows to identify the recipients, either semantic com-
munities or semantic neighbors, having the highest semantic
affinity with the query target. In this respect, the ontology
matchmaking module is invoked to evaluate the level of se-
mantic affinity between the query target and the contents of
each potential recipient. In particular, the semantic match-
maker compares the query target against the manifesto of
each joined community and against the discovered contents
of semantic neighbors. Confidence values are then exploited
to rank semantic neighbors according to their relevance for
the query target. Finally, matching communities and top-
ranked semantic neighbors are selected as query recipients.
A detailed description of the Esteem semantic routing tech-
niques is provided in [15].

5. SEMANTIC MATCHMAKING
The semantic matchmaking component provides seman-

tic affinity evaluation when comparing different peer onto-
logical descriptions. In Esteem, semantic matchmaking is

required either for performing peer ontology matching, or
for service ontology matching, or for context matching. For
this reason, the semantic matchmaking component includes
the ontology matching, the service matching, and the context
matching modules.

Ontology matching. The HMatch ontology matchmak-
ing system [13] is exploited in Esteem for the selection of
the semantic communities to join and for supporting the
identification of semantic neighbors. The choice of HMatch
is motivated by the fact that it has been specifically con-
ceived to work in open environments where flexibility and
dynamic configurability are essential requirements. HMatch
performs ontology matching at different levels of depth by
deploying four different matching models spanning from sur-
face to intensive matching, with the goal of providing a wide
spectrum of metrics suited for dealing with many different
matching scenarios that can be encountered in comparing
concept descriptions of real ontologies. HMatch takes two
ontologies as input and returns the mappings that identify
corresponding concepts in the two ontologies, namely the
concepts with the same or the closest intended meaning. A
threshold-based mechanism is enforced to set the minimum
level of semantic affinity required to consider two concepts
as matching concepts. Given two concepts c and c′, HMatch
calculates a semantic affinity value SA(c, c′) ∈ [0, 1] as the
linear combination of a linguistic affinity value LA(c, c′) and
a structural affinity value TA(c, c′). The HMatch linguistic
affinity provides a measure of similarity between two ontol-
ogy concepts c and c′ computed on the basis of their linguis-
tic features (i.e., concept names). For the linguistic affin-
ity evaluation, HMatch relies on a thesaurus of terms and
terminological relationships automatically extracted from
the WordNet lexical system. The HMatch structural affin-
ity provides a measure of similarity by taking into account
the structural features of the ontology concepts c and c′.
In HMatch, the structure of a concept can include proper-
ties, semantic relations with other concepts, and property
values. Moreover, four matching models, namely surface,
shallow, deep, and intensive, are defined to allow a flexible
composition of the concept structure according to the level
of semantic complexity that is considered. In the surface
matching, only the linguistic affinity between the concept
names of c and c′ is considered to determine concept sim-
ilarity. In the shallow, deep, and intensive matching, also
structural affinity is taken into account to determine con-
cept similarity. In particular, the shallow matching com-
putes the structural affinity by considering the structure of
c and c′ as composed only by their properties. Deep and
intensive matching extend the depth of concept structure
by considering also semantic relations with other concepts
(deep matching model) as well as property range (intensive
matching model), respectively. A comprehensive semantic
affinity value SA(c, c′) is evaluated as the weighted sum of
the linguistic affinity value and the structural affinity value,
that is SA(c, c′) = WLA · LA(c, c′) + (1 − WLA) · TA(c, c′)
where WLA ∈ [0, 1] is a weight expressing the relevance as-
signed to the linguistic affinity in the semantic affinity eval-
uation process. A matching policy MP is defined in HMatch
to configure the current execution of the matchmaker for a
given matching case. A matching policy is a triple of the
form MP = 〈mm, WLA, t〉, where: mm ∈ {surface, shallow,
deep, intensive} denotes the matching model to be used for



HMatch execution, WLA ∈ [0, 1] denotes the linguistic affin-
ity weight, and t ∈ (0, 1] denotes the matching threshold.

Service matching. Service matchmaking is performed by
comparing service descriptions, combining together different
matching models: (i) a deductive model, exploiting deduc-
tion algorithms for analyzing service descriptions [8], (ii) a
similarity-based model, where retrieval metrics are applied
to measure the degree of match between services [9].

The deductive approach is applied with the support of a
DL reasoner to classify the match between a service request
R and a service advertisement S on the basis of the onto-
logical knowledge. Classification is made according to the
following kinds of matches:

• Exact match, to denote that S and R have the same ca-
pabilities, that is, they have: (i) equivalent operations;
(ii) equivalent output parameters; (iii) equivalent in-
put parameters;

• Plug-in match, to denote that S offers at least the same
capabilities of R, that is, names of the operations in
R can be mapped into operations of S and, in par-
ticular, the names of corresponding operations, input
parameters and output parameters are in any general-
ization hierarchy in the peer ontology; the inverse kind
of match is denoted as subsume;

• Intersection match, to denote that S and R have some
common operations and some common I/O parame-
ters, that is, some pairs of operations and some pairs
of parameters, respectively, are related in any general-
ization hierarchy in the peer ontology.

• Mismatch, otherwise.

Similarity analysis is applied to quantify the match be-
tween services. In particular, when exact match occurs,
similarity between services is set to 1 (full similarity). Oth-
erwise, when plug-in/subsume and intersection match occur,
similarity coefficients are computed to further refine in a
quantitative way the ranking of returned services. Finally,
when mismatch occurs, the similarity value is set to zero.
The similarity coefficients are based on the Dice’s metrics
and have been widely experimented. A detailed description
of the similarity coefficients and their application is given
in [9].

The semantic matchmaking techniques identify semantic
links between services maintained in the service ontology.
In particular, a semantic link between two services is estab-
lished if the kind of match is not mismatch and the similarity
value is equal or greater than a given threshold. A semantic
link is identified by the kind of match and it is weighted by
the similarity value expressed by the similarity coefficient.
Semantic links are expressed in the service ontology and can
be established between services belonging to the same peer
or between services belonging to different peers.

Context matching. In context matchmaking, the goal is
to compare the concepts (i.e., nodes) belonging to differ-
ent CDTs and to identify the possible correspondences. To
this end, traditional string-based matching technique can be
adopted. Moreover, some peculiar aspects of context match-
making need to be considered. In particular, concepts need
to be compared w.r.t. the types (black or white) of the

possibly matching nodes. Two contexts, i.e. two subtrees of
the same CDT might be equal, incomparable, or one strictly
contained into the other. The first case is obviously the easy
one, since there is full correspondence of contexts. Also the
containment case is easily dealt with, because in this case
the more general context is chosen as the common one, an
affinity value 1 is returned, and all further exchanges may be
performed on the basis of the more general context. In the
case of incomparable subtrees, an affinity value is computed,
based on the global affinity of the data chunks associated
with the two contexts under analysis.

6. DATA & SERVICE DISCOVERY
This component comprises various modules providing the

peer with different functionalities to be exploited at query
time for enforcing the discovery of both data and services.

Context manager. It is responsible for managing the peer
CDT. In Esteem, context is used at different times, in the
initial phase, when the semantic community is created, as
well as later on, during its life-cycle. The context manager
is used to support the peer in the following tasks:

• CDT mapping definition. For each possible context
specified by the CDT, the context manager supports
the user in defining mappings between the CDT and
the associated portions of peer ontology. Such map-
pings are then exploited for probe query answering,
when a peer uses context similarity to look for other
peers providing the data and/or services it needs.

• Context-based query formulation. The peer context is
exploited to support the user in formulating queries.
In particular, two different approaches can be distin-
guished. On one side, the peer context can be used to
directly formulate a query when a peer is interested in
discovering nodes using a similar context. In this case,
the query contains a context the peer is interested in
(i.e. a subtree of the CDT, containing one or more di-
mension values). On the other side, the peer context
can be used to indirectly formulate a query by sup-
porting the user in specifying the concepts of interest
to insert in the query. In this case, the user selects
the context of interest from the peer CDT. Mappings
between CDT and peer ontology are then exploited to
define the query contents according to the peer ontol-
ogy concepts associated to the context of interest.

• Data caching. In Esteem, a peer may need to collect
data to be used later on, when the network connection
to the joined semantic communities will not be avail-
able. This may happen, for instance, when a small de-
vice (e.g., palm computer, smartphone) is considered,
or for caching purposes. As a consequence, the peer
prepares such data according to an upcoming context,
by tailoring the portion of interesting data for such
context. The tailored information can be extracted
from the local peer data or be acquired from external
peers through the probe/search mechanism provided
in Esteem when the connection is available.

Quality manager. It is invoked during query processing
in order to exploit quality metadata and to take data in-
consistencies into account. More specifically, in Esteem, we



assume that data can exhibit key-level conflicts [6]. This im-
plies that an object identification step must be performed
in order to provide answers to user queries. Due to the spe-
cific requirements of the Esteem system, this step should
be performed in a fully automatic way. In particular, when
a record linkage process is enacted, it is often the case that
a reduction of the space of the possible matching records
must be performed. This phase involves the choice of one or
more attributes, referred to as matching keys, that is nor-
mally performed by humans. In our context, we need that
this phase be also performed automatically. Therefore, we
have added to the metadata calculated for quality profil-
ing, a further metadata, named identification power, that
specifies how much a given attribute is discriminating when
trying to match objects. For instance a Sex attribute is
quite surely more discriminating than a Surname attribute,
when matching records referred to persons. We adopt an
automatic method for matching key computation which is
based on the identification power and on quality metadata;
the method is fully described in [7]. Once automatized this
phase, we are able to run an object identification process
with the objective of solving key-level conflicts, thus allow-
ing query processing to being carried out. With reference
to the nature of the record linkage process, we are currently
testing the appropriateness of deterministic versus proba-
bilistic linkage in the Esteem architecture context [19].

Query manager. It is responsible for query composition
and answer management. During the discovery phase, the
query manager is invoked for supporting the user in probe
query formulation. In this phase, interactions with the con-
text manager can be performed to define probe queries by
exploiting the peer context. Furthermore, the query man-
ager is invoked during the sharing phase to allow the for-
mulation of search queries and to perform data acquisi-
tion and/or service invocation according to the results of
the discovery phase. In this respect, interactions with the
P2P mapping manager are executed to establish mappings
with the peer ontology of a selected peer (i.e., sharing part-
ner). Moreover, interactions with the quality manager are
also performed to include quality and trust requirements in
queries before their submission to the network. A detailed
description of the probe/search approach for resource dis-
covery and sharing in P2P systems is provided in [14].

P2P mapping manager. It is responsible of establishing
a point-to-point communication between two peers for per-
forming the sharing phase. The P2P mapping manager is in-
voked by a requesting peer to access the resources (i.e., data
and services) provided by a peer discovered as a semantic
neighbor during the probe phase. The goal of the P2P map-
ping manager is to define appropriate mappings between the
involved peer ontologies in order to enforce query answering
and service invocation. In Esteem, the PIAZZA approach
for P2P mapping definition is currently adopted [21]. In par-
ticular, two types of mappings, namely peer and definitional
mappings, are defined. Peer mappings describe the corre-
spondences between the data stored in two different peers,
while definitional mappings define the correspondences be-
tween the terminology and structure of two peer ontologies
(or the correspondences between operations and I/O pa-
rameters in two service ontologies). Such an approach is
alternative to the one used by the Hyperion project [24].

Hyperion mappings rely on mapping tables that store the
correspondence between values. Such tables are often the
result of expert knowledge and are manually created by do-
main specialists. However, mechanisms to partially support
automatic mapping discovery can be used: new mappings
can be inferred from already existing ones. We choose the
PIAZZA approach as it is indeed able to use traditional
Global-As-View (GAV) and Local-as-View (LAV) mappings
to describe the semantic relationships between peers.

7. P2P SEMANTIC COOPERATION
IN ESTEEM

According to the architecture shown in Figure 5, we now
outline how Esteem can be exploited for P2P semantic co-
operation.

7.1 Joining the ESTEEM network
In order to join the Esteem network, a peer invokes the

overlay management protocol, and gets inserted in the global
overlay with a unique identifier. Once the peer becomes
part of the global overlay, it searches for semantic commu-
nities that match its interests. To this end, the SO Table
maintained by the peer is exploited to evaluate the level
of interest in the acquired community manifestos. Further-
more, a search procedure is invoked to look for additional
manifestos when interesting communities are not found in
the SO Table. According to the matching results, interest-
ing communities are joined, otherwise a new community is
proposed by the peer. The joined communities are then ex-
ploited by the peer for data/service discovery and sharing.

7.2 Community-based data discovery
Once the semantic communities of interest are joined, the

Esteem network can be queried by a peer according to the
probe/search approach illustrated in Section 2. To this end,
the query manager is invoked to formulate a probe query
containing a target request. As described in Section 6, the
context manager and the quality manager can be involved in
supporting query formulation. The semantic routing mod-
ule is then invoked to select as query recipients (i.e., se-
mantic communities and semantic neighbors) the peers with
more chances to provide matching results. Finally, the probe
query is submitted to the Esteem network through the net-
work & overlay component. When the goal is data discovery,
the query contains one or more concepts of interest extracted
from the peer ontology of the requesting peer. Receiving a
probe query, a peer invokes the semantic matchmaker to
compare the request against the concepts contained in its
peer ontology. As a result, the matching concepts returned
by the matchmaker are handed back to the requesting peer.
Furthermore, the CDT of a peer can be used to specify a
probe query for identifying those peers that share a similar
context. In this case, the probe query contains a target con-
text (i.e. a subtree of the CDT) and a receiving peer can
use context matching techniques to determine whether its
context matches the request. When a positive matching is
found, a reply is sent to the requesting peer together with the
discovered matching context. Probe replies are considered
by the requesting peer to i) discover new semantic neighbors
(see Section 4) and ii) to select most interesting peer for in-
teraction in the sharing phase.



Example. As an example of community-based data discov-
ery, we consider the portion of Esteem network shown in
Figure 1. In this example, the probe query is received by the
sc3 members and their semantic matchmaker is used to eval-
uate whether they are capable of replying to the requesting
peer H with matching knowledge. Two cases are considered:

i) The probe query contains concepts of the peer ontol-
ogy. Suppose, for example, that peer H’s probe query con-
tains the concept Lab procedure, and that two answers are
provided, by peer K and peer J. In particular, the peer K
contains the concept Lab protocol, with an affinity value
SA(Lab procedure, Lab protocol) = 0.8, while the peer J
contains the concept Diagnostic protocol, with an affinity
value SA(Lab procedure, Diagnostic protocol) = 0.4. After
the probe phase, the peer H decides to further interact only
with the peer K by asking for its data schema, in order to
proceed with the appropriate search query.

ii) The probe query contains a context of interest. In this
case, suppose that peer H sends a probe query for the con-
text of Figure 4, and receives two answers from the peer K
and the peer J. In particular, the peer K contains the same
context (context affinity value equal to 1), while the second
one contains a slightly different one, namely, where the ac-
tor is a Doctor instead of a Lab technician, with an affinity
value 0.6. After the probe phase, peer H decides to further
interact only with peer K, and asks Peer K for the schema of
the data corresponding to the exchanged context, in order
to proceed with the appropriate search query.

7.3 Community-based service discovery
For service discovery, the probe query contains the de-

scription of the service interface in terms of required service
functionalities, each of them described through the opera-
tion name and names of input/output parameters. When
a peer receives a probe service request, it matches the ser-
vice request against its own service descriptions by apply-
ing the service matchmaking techniques explained in Sec-
tion 5. Then, it sends back to the requesting peer a mes-
sage containing the kind of match and the similarity de-
gree between the probe service request and its own services.
Replies to probe service requests are used by the request-
ing peer to build a map of its semantic neighbors, with the
similar services and the semantic relationships with them.
After the discovery phase, a service request SR can be spec-
ified by a peer p and a list of candidate services CS =
{〈S1, GSim1, mt1〉, . . . 〈Sn, GSimn, mtn〉} is retrieved ac-
cording to the results collected with probe query replies,
where Si is a candidate service with corresponding similar-
ity values GSimi and match type mti.

If a service Si presents an exact or a plug-in match with the
request, then Si satisfies completely the required functional-
ities and it is not necessary to forward the service request to
the semantic neighbors. Otherwise, if a service Si presents a
subsume or an intersection match with the request, the peer p
forwards the request to those peers that are semantic neigh-
bors of p with respect to Si. Note that p does not consider se-
mantic neighbors that presents a subsume or an exact match
with Si, because this means that they provide services with
the same functionalities or a subset of the functionalities of
Si and they cannot add further capabilities to those already
provided by Si on the peer p. A list of semantic neighbors

SN = {〈p1, {S1, GSim1, mt1, . . .Sm1 , GSimm1 , mtm1}〉, . . .
〈pk, {S1, GSim1, mt1, . . .Smk , GSimmk , mtmk}〉} is obtained
in this phase and is used to forward the original request.

The semantic neighbors in SN can be ranked with re-
spect to their relevance with the original request. Given
a semantic neighbor sn ∈ SN , its relevance with respect
to the request SR is computed according to the following
equation:

rsn =

Pmj

i=1
2∗GSimi∗GSim(SR,Si)
GSimi+GSim(SR,Si)

mj
(1)

Ranking of semantic neighbors is exploited to constrain the
forwarding according to a threshold-based mechanism.

Example. Let consider a peer A providing three services Get-
Desease, GetDiagnosis and GetLaboratoryResult for which the
following semantic neighbors have been found (see Figure 6):

GetLaboratoryResult

GetDiagnosis
GetDesease

Semantic neighbor

peer A peer C

peer B

<exact, 1.0>

<intersection, 0.753>

<plug-in, 1.0>

<intersection, 0.7>

Figure 6: An example of semantic neighbors for the
peer A

GetDesease 〈 peer B, 0.753, intersection 〉
〈 peer C, 1.0, plug-in 〉

GetDiagnosis 〈 peer B, 1.0, exact 〉
GetLaboratoryResult 〈 peer C, 0.7, intersection 〉

Let suppose that for a given request SR on the peer A,
we obtain the following list of candidate services: CS =
{〈GetDesease,0.9,intersection〉, 〈GetDiagnosis,0.7,subsume〉}.
Obviously, {〈GetLaboratoryResult,0.0,mismatch〉} is excluded
from CS. For what concerns GetDesease, both peer B and
peer C must be considered as candidate semantic neighbors,
since they could provide some additional capabilities with
respect to peer A. Moreover, for what concerns GetDiagno-
sis, peer C is not a semantic neighbor, while peer B has a
related service, that presents an exact match with GetDiag-
nosis. This means that peer B has no additional capabilities
to offer with respect to those already provided by GetDiag-
nosis in peer A: SN = {〈 peer C, {GetDesease,1.0, plug-in} 〉,
〈 peer B, {GetDesease, 0.753,intersection} 〉}. According to
(1), the ranking values for peer B and peer C with respect
to the request SR are rpeer B = 0.726 and rpeer C = 0.947,
respectively.

8. RELATED WORK
Recent research work on P2P systems aims at evolving

from basic P2P networks, supporting only file exchanges
with simple filenames as metadata, to systems based on rich
metadata like ontologies, supporting the exchange of struc-
tured contents [21, 22]. At the network level, the recent
growth of P2P applications has motivated the interest in
general-purpose P2P overlay structures. In this respect, a



challenging issue is to support complex applications without
overloading network resources and by maintaining scalabil-
ity at the same time. To this end, techniques for semantic
query propagation are being proposed to select query recip-
ients by exploiting the replies to previous requests [30, 34].
Moreover, techniques for supporting the formation of seman-
tic communities of peers are also being developed as a solu-
tion for improving the current level of cooperation in P2P
systems. For instance, in [12] the KEx platform (Knowl-
edge Exchange system) is defined for supporting peer fed-
erations where knowledge is organized from an individual-
or community-based perspective and different meanings are
managed through a semantic matching algorithm.

A basic requirement in P2P community management and
resource sharing is related to security and trust, to allow a
peer to retain ownership of its own contents and processing
capabilities, and to allow other peers to access them under
appropriate conditions. Various works investigated mecha-
nisms to establish consensus on trust, taking into account
reputation of referrals [27]. In P2P systems, trust issues are
also related to the quality of data exported by information
producers. The quality of information is either dependent
upon people opinions or upon the applications consuming
that information. In the former case, consensus computa-
tion will be a crucial component in determining the quality
of information [16].

Most semantic approaches to data/service discovery are
based on ontologies and ontology matching techniques. The
general goal of ontology matching is to compare different
ontological descriptions for finding concepts that have a se-
mantic affinity. A survey of ontology matching techniques
is provided in [17], where formal and heuristic approaches
are classified. Specific techniques for addressing ontology
matching in open distributed environments, like P2P sys-
tems, are also presented in [13]. Furthermore, modern ap-
proaches for semantic matching between service descriptions
are available to support service discovery in highly variable
environments [28, 35].

In open distributed systems, data integration issues have
been recently addressed [21]. In particular, no shared on-
tology is available to provide an explicit semantics to data.
Initial approaches rely on a pre-defined corpus of terms serv-
ing as an initial context for defining new concepts [32] or
make use of gossiping and local translation mappings to in-
crementally foster interoperability in the large [1]. Despite
an initial formalization (see for instance [26]), there is still a
fundamental lack of understanding behind the basic issues of
data integration in P2P systems and initial proposals make
unrealistic restrictions on the overall topology of the P2P
mappings [18]. The problem still awaits proper characteri-
zation for real P2P systems, where mappings may have an
arbitrary structure, possibly involving cycles. In this con-
text, query processing is still an open issue.

Much research is currently devoted to context-aware, ubiq-
uitous distributed systems, leading to the proposal of a va-
riety of context models; although a lot of work has been
done, the representation and management of the context
can hardly be considered to be an assessed issue. Interest-
ing surveys on context-aware systems and models have been
proposed, for example [3, 31]. However, most of this re-
search proposes the use of context for other purposes than
data tailoring: some stress the problem of content presenta-
tion and adaptation to the delivery channel, others focus on

location and situation management, others on modeling the
user’s activity, and still others work on context agreement
and sharing.

With respect to the previous approaches, the original and
distinguishing contribution of Esteem can be summarized
as follows: i) the construction of a semantic overlay network
by means of a shuffling-based mechanism combined with se-
mantic matching results, ii) the definition of a probe query
approach for both data and service discovery in P2P sys-
tems, and iii) the capability of incorporating information
about the user context and the trust & quality of data into
the query formulation and thus into the knowledge discovery
process.

9. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have presented the Esteem approach

to semantic cooperation in dynamic and multi-knowledge
environments. A key feature of Esteem is to preserve the
autonomous and spontaneous nature of peer communities
while offering peers a rigorous and powerful approach to
data/service discovery and sharing. In particular, non-ob-
vious and important aspects, such as context, quality and
trust, are also taken into account while building semantic
cooperation. Ongoing work has to do with the implemen-
tation and testing of the various architecture components.
A mock-up of user interface has also been sketched in order
to run a first user trial related with the medical scenario
illustrated in the paper. The trial will involve some medi-
cal doctors who already participated to the first collection
phase of the Esteem requirements.
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